alendi
Publisher

The easy, efficient way to integrate
event calendars into a single
enterprise-wide system, encouraging
users to collaborate, connect, and
coordinate!

Instead of multiple online calendars scattered across a large website, Kalendi
Publisher enables large organizations and universities to integrate events into a
single dynamic web site where users have the ability to search, browse, add, and even
promote events.

KEY FEATURE SUMMARY
Comprehensive
Simplifies the communication of event information across a large
organization and to the outside world

KEY BENEFITS
A great marketing tool for your company or university
as all members of the community, local media, and
visitors can use it to stay informed with ease.

Offers a modern, full featured online calendar application
Give users powerful options to view events of their interests

Promote and raise awareness of events .

Has the ability to replace hundreds of static calendar pages
Secure access to calendars via a powerful permissions engine

Reduce the combined hours required to maintain

Quickly integrates into any existing web site

hundreds of independent and individual calendars.
Customizable with full control over presentation of

Flexible

data, colors, and graphics.

Brand the portal with your logo and your web site look and feel
Download events to personal calendars or mobile devices

Provides a uniform, consistent, and powerful method

Filter large numbers of events

of event management and event promotion via a

Feature and highlight events of interests

single web page.

Pick and choose the way you want users to interact
Moderated or external add
Integrate anywhere into your web page
Flexible deployment option -- host externally or internally

User Friendly
Central data repository -- Everyone knows where to find events
Modern and lightening fast, responsive interfaces
Allow users to have their own settings
Easy to use and approachable interface
Latest technology
Easily adapts to web design changes and can rapidly integrate
into new sites
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